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Metabolic response of starving emperor
penguins at low temperatures

BERRY PINsHow, MICHAEL A. FEDAK,
and KNUT SCHMIDT-NIELSEN

Department of Zoology
Duke University

Durham, North Carolina 27706

Emperor penguins spend up to 4 months fasting
through the antarctic winter. During this period of
starvation they court, mate, and incubate their eggs
while exposed to extreme cold weather conditions.
The object of our investigation is to gain insight into
how emperor penguins, from an energetic and thermo-
regulatory point of view, cope with their unique breed-
ing cycle.

During the 1973-1974 summer, measurements were
made of (1) the metabolic responses of adult emperor
penguins to low temperatures, and (2) weight loss in
starving emperor penguins.

The metabolic responses at ambient temperatures
of —6°C. and below were measured. To assure steady
state conditions the bird was kept at a constant low
temperature for a 12-hour period. Simultaneous
measurements then were made of oxygen consump-
tion, of carbon dioxide production, of change in body
mass, and of cloacal and environmental temperatures

during three 2-hour periods. Surface area was cal-
culated from their linear dimensions by assuming a
bird to be a prolate spheroid. From the above data,
metabolic rate, evaporative water loss and thermal
conductance were calculated. For measurements at
ambient temperatures above —6°C. the period of
acclimation was between 1 and 2 hours, the periods
of measurement were 1'/2 to 2 hours, and changes in
body mass were not measured.

The metabolic response curve in the figure shows
that the metabolic rate of two birds (mean body, mass
25.4 kilograms) increased steadily with decreasing
ambient temperature below —6°C. At temperatures
above +6°C. the birds grew restless and their meta-
bolic rate increased.

Conductance, the rate of heat transfer from the
animal to the environment, was calculated using the
equation

H—H

(Tc — TA)S

where C is conductance (cal CM-2 °C.' h-1 ), HM is the
rate of metabolic heat production (cal hr'), HE is
the rate of heat loss by evaporation of water (cal
h-1 ), T0 is cloacal (core) temperature (°C.), TA is
ambient temperature (°C.), and S is surface area
(cm').

Using data from measurements made at TA =
—6°C. and below, conductance was found o be



constant: C = 0. 151 ± 0.0053 cal CM-2 °C. h-1
(n = 29). Average weight loss for six birds (mean
starting weight was 26 ± 2 kilograms) starved in the
open for 19 days was 0.235 kilogram day-'.

It rust be stressed that the curve in the figure is
incomplete. The bulk of the data was collected in
Janua 1974 and the birds, therefore, were accli-
mated to summer conditions. We consider the curve
to bere1iminary; it will be completed in September
and October 1974 with winter-acclimated birds.

The field team for this study, at McMurdo Station
from Pctober 1973 to February 1974, included Dr.
Fedak, Mr. Pinshow, Ms. Hana Pinshow, and Ms.
Katherine Muzik. This research was supported by
National Science Foundation grant GV-39184A.

Emperor and Adélie penguins:
energy cost of walking
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De pite their obvious adaptations to swimming, pen-
guins spend considerable time moving about on land.
Emperor penguin rookeries may be 80 kilometers from
the sea. Since emperors travel this distance at the
beginning and end of a long fast, the energy cost of
this trip may be important to their total energy budget.
Adélie penguins also often travel long distances over
land. The energy cost of locomotion in both these
birds therefore is important to our understanding of
their life history. Furthermore, penguins possess a
body geometry that is very different from other
animals in which the energetics of locomotion have
been studied; this presents an opportunity to test the

generality of the conclusions drawn about the ener-
getics of locomotion from studies of other animals.

During the 1973-1974 austral summer, we gathered
data on energy cost and stride frequency of walking
from emperor and Adélie penguins that were trained
to walk on a treadmill. The animals wore masks that
allowed us to continuously measure oxygen consump-
tion while the birds ran at known speeds (Fedak
et al., in press). Stride frequency was measured simul-
taneously. A "stride" is defined as a complete step
cycle, from the time one foot contacts the ground
until it contacts it again.

In both emperors and Adélies, steady state oxygen
consumption and stride frequency increased linearly
with running speed over the range of speeds the
birds maintained for 20 or more minutes. The table
lists the equations that describe these relations for
each species. By dividing the speed by the metabolic
rate of a walking animal we calculate the cost of
transport for that animal. This figure tells us the
amount of energy required by the animal to move one
unit of its body weight over one unit of distance.
From these equations we can calculate that the cost
of transport for an Adélie is about twice that of an
emperor. For both species the cost of transport is
over twice what would be predicted for two-legged
running for birds of similar body weight.

The amount of energy needed by an emperor to
travel the 160 kilometers to and from a rookery to
the sea is the equivalent of about 1 kilogram of fat.
Since emperors may use a total of 15 kilograms of
fat during the fast, the travel to and from the rookery
may account for about 7 percent of the energy used
during the fasting period.

One striking similarity between emperor and Adélie
penguins emerges from the data. Although emperors
weigh over five times as much as Adélies, the weight
specific energy cost of one stride is about the same
in both species. This can be calculated by dividing the
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slope of	by the slope of --	thereby obtain-

	

dv	 dv
ing the energy used by emperors in terms of oxygen

Oxygen consumption and stride frequency of running penguins.

Species	Body mass	 Speed range	 Regression equation

Emperor penguin	20.79 kg	 0.8<v<2.7 km h-i
	 V02 = O.450+O.429 V	(1)

F 5 = (2.2+0.99 v)103 (2)

Ad Me penguin	3.89 kg	 0.9<v<3.9 km h-'
	 V02 0.940+0759v	(3)

F = (4.1+1.44 v)103 (4)

V02 is oxygen consumption in 1 02 kg' h; v is running speed in km h -i ; F is stride frequency in strides per hour.
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